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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, IevIN T. GREEN, of 

‘ Richmond, in the county of ‘Madison and State 
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of Kentucky, have invented a new and useful 
Improvement in Filters, which improvement 
is fully set forth in the following speci?cation, 
reference being had ‘to the accompanying 
drawing, which represents a vertical central 
section of my apparatus. 
My invention consists in a?lterin which are 

combined a receiving-vessel and al?ltering 
vessel, arranged at different’ levels, and both 
provided with a faucet at or near the bottom, 
a connecting-pipeextending from the receiv 
ing-vessel to a point at or near the bottom of 
the ?ltering-vessel, a sieve over the mouth of 
this connecting-pipe, and a stop-cock therein, 
aforaminous false bottom to the ?ltering-ves 
sel, for supporting sand, gravel, or other ?l 
tering substance, and an outlet-pipe on the 

. upper part of the ?ltering-vessel, in such a 
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manner that the'liquid in the receiving-vessel 
may be admitted to the ?ltering-vessel in 
desired quantity, and is freedof suspended 
matter in passing therefrom, the same being 
?ltered by ascension in the ?ltering-vessel, 

. and ‘being, moreover, uniformly distributed 
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throughout the ‘ mass of ?ltering substance, 
whilc‘both the receivin g-vessel an d the ?lteri n g 
vessel maybe readily ?ushed of any sediment “ 
collecting therein during the process of ?ltra 
tion. I 

In the drawing, the letter A designates the 
receiving-vessel, B the ?ltering-vessel, and 
G D their faucets. ‘E is the connecting-pipe 

‘ between the two vessels, and I‘a stop-cock in 

‘so 

such pipe. G is the foraminous false bottom 
to the ?ltering-vessel, and H its outlet-pipe. 
The vessels A B are preferably made to ta 

per, the ?rst in an upper direction and the sec 
ond in a lower direction, and the ?rst, more 
over, is placed at a higher level than the other. 
'The receiving-vessel A serves to hold the 
water or other liquid to be ?ltered, and may 
be made with a capacity of about one hundred 
and ?fty gallons. ' ~ 
The pipe E leads from the receiving-vessel 

A to a point near the bottom of the ?ltering 
vessel B, thereby conducting the liquid from 
the receiving-vessel to the lower part of the ?l 

tering-vessel, in which latter it ascends to the 
outlet-pipe H. This pipe H is on the upper 
part of the ?ltering-vessel B, and may be ar 
ranged to conduct‘ the liquid to a cistern or 
receptacle 'for storage. The ?ow of liquid 
through the connect-ingpipe E is controlled 
by means of the stop-cock F. . . 
In order to prevent suspended matter from 

entering the connecting-pipe E, I usually cover 
its mouth withma sieve, i. 
The foraminous false bottom Gr is held in 

the ?ltering-vessel B by means of feet j, and 
upon the same is placed a' layer of gravel, 
sand, or other ?ltering substances up to or 
nearly up to the outlet-pipe H. so that as the 
water ascends in the vesselBit passes through 
such ?ltering substance. The liquid entering 
the ?ltering-vessel B ?lls the vacant space he 
neath the false bottom Gr, and being thus dis‘ 
tributed ascends uniformly. 

If it becomes desirable to cleanse or ?ush 
out either of the vessels A B, this may be 
readily accomplished by opening the faucets 
Oor D. These faucets-are of considerable im 
portance, since without their use it is neces 
sary to go through the tedious and impracti 
cable operation of inverting the vessels A B in 
order to remove therefrom the impurities that 
will obviously accumulate therein during the 
process of ?ltration. 

I am aware that an apparatus for ?ltering. 
oil has been heretofore in use in which a tank 
for holding the oil has been elevated above 
and connected by a pipe with a lower cham 
her, said pipe entering this last-named cham 
ber below. a perforated false bottom, and be 
tween which perforated bottom and bottom of 
the vessel extends one or more pipes, for the pur 
pose of heating the oil and aiding its passage 
through the perforated bottom to free it of its 
impurities; but as such is not of the spirit of 
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my invention, and does not show the prime] 
features employed by me in‘ the construction‘ 
of my ?lter, (which, as before stated, consists 
in a certain peculiar combination and arrange 
ment of parts to form a ?lter, among which 
parts, essential to the effect sought, is cover 
ing the end of the .water‘conductor which ex‘- I‘ 
tends up through the bottom of the vessel 
A with a strainer and providing each vessel 
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with a stop-cock, so that the contents of either therein, said pipe being‘ supplied with a suit- 
may be drawn oft',) the same is hereby dis 
claimed. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure 

5 by Letters Patent, is— v 
The combination, in a Water-?lter, of the two 

vessels A B, each provided with a stop-cock 
and located at different levels, of the pipe E, 
communicating with the vessel A through its 

10 bottom and with the vessel B through its side 
below a foraminous false bottom arranged 

able cock, and having its end which enters the 
vessel A protected by a screen,.i, all substan 
tially as herein shown and described. ' r 5 

In testimony that 1 claim the foregoing I 
have hereunto set my hand and seal this 24th 
day of June, 1879. ‘ ' 

lRVlN T. GREEN. [L. s.] 
Witnesses : 

ROBERT C. Boees, 
T. D. SMITH. 


